
TRAINING COURSES



Two Day Course

Picote Brush CoatingTM Certified Installer
In-depth overview of the brush coating process, coating pumps 

and use of Epoxy resin. Step-by-step hands-on training, 

including pipe preparation, pump assembly and pipe coating. 

Once certified, you can offer a manufacturer´s backed 

10-year warranty. Two-Day course, up to 4 people, 1690€.

Prices include refreshments, lunch and a training certificate.

Specialty Courses

In-Building Trenchless Rehab (DN50-225): 
Single Family or Apartment Building Focus
Learn the basics from planning and management to 

completion of an in-building CIPP or hybrid project. Learn 

about the method, workflow and best practices of a job site. 

Practical training includes CIPP lining, connection repair, 

reinstatements and more. Includes a job site visit(s). 

Three-Day course for up to 4 people, 2535€.

One Day Courses

Build your own training experience from the list of one day courses. 

Course content can be tailored to requirements. Daily fee 845€, up 

to 4 people (125€/person for additional people). Prices include 

refreshments and lunch. 

Cleaning & Descaling
Overview of Picote Millers, equipment setup & maintenance, 

cleaning and descaling tooling with an emphasis on proper 

operating techniques and choosing the right tools.

Cutting & Concrete/failed liner Removal
Overview of cutting and removal tools and practices, including 

removing failed CIPP liners & concrete/grout.

Connection Collar Installation
Includes a hands-on walk through of all equipment and parts 

including assembly of the Connection Collar System, wet-out, 

installation, setting up optional steam curing with the Picote Midi 

Steamer, and post-curing removal. 

CIPP Lining Tools & Practices
Get the most out of your Picote lining equipment. Overview of CIPP 

lining tools and practices.

machine specs, use and safety requirements. Choose and utilize TRAIN WITH PICOTE  •  LEARN FROM THE EXPERTS  •  BOOK TODAY!

Specialised Hands-On 
Picote Training

RECOMMENDED ADD-ON! 
Picote job site visit & best practices  
Picote CIPP services is an expert in-house 

trenchless rehabilitation contractor. 

Learn about the method, workflow and 

best practices of a Picote job site. 

Includes a job site visit(s).

Porvoo is where it all started for Picote! 

In addition to a state-of-the-art training center, Picote campus includes 

several facilities for production, product testing and shipping, a corporate 

office and Picote’s CIPP contracting services. Here you train and work 

with a group of experts with an extensive trenchless experience. 

Visit the Picote showroom and learn all about our tools, machines 

and solutions, as well as the newest innovations, Picote has to offer.

Porv

In

EXCLUSIVE!!
Ride with Picote Lining Manager
Picote CIPP services is an expert in-house trenchless 

rehabilitation contractor. Picote now offers a detailed 

educational program about the Picote job sites. 

Emphasis on CIPP lining inside buildings and daily 

visits to Picote jobsites with the Lining Manager. 

Five-Day Course for 1-2 people, 6000€.



Get the most out of your Picote 
with our Technical Team

Specialised hands-on technical trainings available in Porvoo, 

everything you need to know about Picote products. 

Book a visit to a Picote job site or ride along with 

a Lining Manager to learn more from our experienced team. 

Contact our Technical Team for support when needed.

Kimmo Vartiainen 
Training Center Manager

+358 40 197 9596
kimmo.vartiainen@picotesolutions.fi

Olav Törnroos
Technical Manager

+358 40 128 2250
olav.tornroos@picotesolutions.fi

Jukka Viilomaa
Senior Technical Trainer

+358 44 744 4023
jukka.viilomaa@picotesolutions.fi
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